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Good morning, everyone, and thank you for joining us at Morgan Stanley's Global Consumer and Retail Conference. My name
is Ruma Mukerji, and I am a part of the household products and beverages teen.

We are very pleased to have with us John DeSimone, Chief Financial Officer, and Amy Greene,VP of Investor Relations at Herbalife,
a company that continues to deliver very strong, broad-based momentum aided by favorable megatrends in its global
management weight management category, as well as a very successful transition to a daily consumption model. With that, I
will just turn it over to John to talk more about his Company and his strategy.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Thank you. Good morning. Before we get into the presentation just a couple words. This is my third time up here, so it's the
third year I'm here. The message you are going to hear today is the same message you have heard for the last two years if you
have been in this meeting.

It is a message of increased access, reaching more consumers, increasing the addressable audience through a new distribution
model. Okay? So it's going to be the same message except that we are two years further down the line.We've had 37% growth
since we were here two years ago, and we still think there is a lot of runway left; and hopefully that is the message you leave
with today.

Safe Harbor statement is on the screen here; but it's also on our website, www.Herbalife.com.

Key takeaway; we will start with this slide, we will end with this slide. First is that we have a product line that is very relevant
today.We will have a slide on this on the next page.

But it's a product line around a healthy, active lifestyle, which is very relevant today. So first is the products have meaning.That's
an important message.

Second, this is what is driving our growth, the second bullet point, which is a new distribution model that improves the consumer
access to our product and dramatically increases the addressable audience. It is a model that has been proven in a number of
our countries and is now spreading to many more countries.

Third, we have a strong brand and a strengthening brand. I think as a direct seller, a strong brand is very important for longevity.
We recognize that; we invest behind that.
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It is not advertising, it is branding.We do a lot of it through sports, specifically soccer.We do other sports, but soccer is a global
sport and we are a global company.

Fourth bullet point, strong financial performance. I am sure you wouldn't be here if you didn't know that already.

And then last, we return a lot of money to shareholders through dividend and buyback. We have done since 2007 almost $1
billion in share repurchase at an average price around $24 a share, less than half of where we are today.

It's added a lot of value, and we expect to continue to do that.We will talk about that at the end of the presentation.

So, back to the products being relevant, this slide is attempting to depict how we fit into what is going on in a couple -- three
key global market megatrends that we see. First, obesity; and it is more than obesity.We talk about obesity, it's a word everybody
understands, but it is just people being overweight in general.

It is a problem. It is a global problem.When you look at -- everybody is familiar with it in the Western countries. But even in the
Eastern countries now, overweight is becoming a problem.

There is only 5% of the adult population in China that is obese, but 22% is overweight. So it is rapidly growing in China.

Third, aging population. Again, the population is getting older. Weight gain is an element of the aging population; but so are
other elements that our products help address.

Then lastly, underemployment. More than unemployment, underemployment works well with direct selling because we offer
an opportunity to supplement income. You can make a full-time income at Herbalife if you choose to, but most people get in
the business for supplemental income purposes.

A little bit of background on our product.This is really a new slide; it's got a little more information than the historical slide had
it.

Maybe it is difficult to read, but the dark green represents 63% of our sales. It is weight management. It was the history of the
Company.

Of that 63%, 30% in total represents or is represented by the meal replacement shake, which is our number-one product. So a
little less than a third of our products come from this meal replacement shake category.

15% of our sales come from herbal teas. And then 10% come from aloe, where aloe falls into what we call targeted nutrition.
So it is not weight management, but it is more traditional supplements. Okay?

But those three products combined are more than 50% of our sales. And the reason they are more than 50% of our sales is those
are the three products sold in nutrition clubs, which is that new distribution model we introduced at the first slide but will talk
about in the next few.

Another key takeaway, at least for those of you not familiar with Herbalife, is we are much more a functional food company
than a traditional supplement company.These three products are mixed with water and you drink them.They are not tablets.

Less than 20% of our business is traditional direct supplement category. So it's much more of a food business.

From a marketshare standpoint, worldwide meal replacement is a slightly bigger than $5 billion category. Five years ago we
had 22.6% marketshare. Last year we had 33% marketshare.
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So we are gaining share. The way we are gaining share is through this new distribution model that makes the product more
accessible.

So we're going to talk to a little bit of the new distribution model. So traditional direct selling, all direct selling, is characterized
by very infrequent contact between a distributor and their consumer. Right?

Think about the direct selling companies you may know. Generally the distributor meets with their customer once a month,
maybe once every two weeks. They look for an infrequent purchase; very infrequent touch point; high customer acquisition
cost. It is not a very efficient model for a distributor, because they have to contact their customer.

In the daily consumption models that we will talk about in the next couple slides, there is actually frequent interaction -- in
many cases, daily interaction -- between a distributor and a customer.That daily interaction drives a product compliance. Right?

In any kind of weight management program, product compliance, proper product usage, is important. A lot of consumers have
motivation to get on a weight management product, but not the discipline to stay on the product. But when you have that
frequent contact point, it forces the consumer to have the discipline to be successful with the product.

It's also very small purchases now done frequently instead of large purchases done infrequently. So more consumers can afford
the product. And it's a very efficient model for our distributors, because consumers are now coming to distributors instead of
the other way around.

So this slide depicts a cycle or circle of success. So that frequent interaction between the distributor and the customer drives
product usage or product compliance. That drives a product result; a product result generally is weight loss. Weight loss is an
objective result.

That objective result is generally seen by not only the consumer but the consumer's circle of influence, their friends and family.
And that product result builds credibility and therefore builds a long-term customer.

So I'm going to bridge this into clubs. So for those of you who are not familiar with clubs, nutrition clubs is the dominant daily
consumption model within Herbalife.

A club is a fixed location that is owned and operated by a distributor, not by the Company, where distributors bring consumers
into the club. And for a fee the distributor gets -- the consumer gets in the club for that day and gets those three core products
we saw a couple slides ago -- the meal replacement shake, the tea, and the aloe -- as part of their membership fee. Okay?

So basically it positions the product as a meal. It positions it at a daily price point, meaning a consumer -- instead of coming in
and having to buy a 30-day supply of product or container of product, which can be pretty expensive and a big barrier to entry
for a consumer -- they come in and spend just what they need for that day.

We analogize it to coffee. We actually used to have a slide in the presentation on coffee, where coffee at Starbucks at $2 a day
or at Dunkin' Donuts is very accessible for people, because it's a low enough price point. But the consumer can actually buy the
product, take it home, and do it themselves for a lot less.

But they don't mind paying that $2 a day for the convenience of a do-it-for-me approach, and that is what the clubs are. They
offer a do-it-form-me daily price point for the consumer that makes the product more accessible, more -- affordable is the wrong
words, because it is the same cost per serving for the consumer. But it is broken down into a daily fee, so it is more accessible.

Just as importantly, it is sold as a meal. So its position, the value proposition is a meal replacement. It is a replacement spend
for the consumer.
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We try to strategically position the opportunity with our distributors as trying to steal a meal a day from fast food. So if a
distributor can find a consumer who is already spending money at fast food and convince them to come to the club, the
distributor has now saved that consumer money and provided a better, more nutritious meal for them. Right?

So it's a replacement spend, where supplements are generally considered a discretionary spend. So it's a good value proposition.

And it's a value proposition that is probably going to get better. Right? Because with inflation, meat and protein costs are
expected to rise at a lot greater rate than plant protein, and plant protein is what is the core ingredient in our products.

I will point to a third. So there's five reasons that we think clubs are successful. So the daily price point makes it more accessible;
the meal replacement proposition makes it a replacement spend instead of a discretionary spend.

Third is it's the objective result when people lose weight that drives friends and family to the club. Which is the fourth benefit,
which is socialization.

So if you haven't been to a club, we have them throughout the United States. Amy will be happy to set you up with a visit to a
club. It is a good experience to understand the business model better.

But at the end of the day there is a social aspect in the clubs that keeps it sticky. Because when one person loses weight,
somebody in their circle of influence wants to know why; and 60% of our club members find the club through another consumer
who has lost weight -- somebody who has had a product experience. So you generally know somebody else at the club, and it
keeps that social -- that social fabric keeps it sticky.

And then the fifth reason clubs are successful is there is a forced discipline for the distributor with a club, too, that doesn't exist
in traditional direct selling. In traditional direct selling a lot of people sign up to be a distributor -- in all direct sellers -- because
they were motivated for a specific reason and at a specific point in time. But most people don't have the discipline to be successful
without a boss. Right?

So they sign up to be a direct seller. They contact their friends and family. And after they hit those 10 or 15 people they don't
know what to do.

But when you have a club you actually have a -- it is the equivalent of having a job. It forces the distributor to have discipline.

Because they have to get up in the morning, leave the house, go somewhere, and open up a door. And we find that the retention
rates of distributors doing clubs is much higher than distributors doing traditional direct selling.

To put a little bit of perspective around it, we have a volume point per capita metric that we use internally.Volume points is an
Herbalife-specific measurement, but think about it as retail sales, restated into US dollars, absent exchange rates -- historical
retail sales. So it's a good volume metric year-over-year.

The gray bar on this chart is the penetration rates, which is the volume points per capita in these key countries back in 2003;
and the green bar is 2010 penetration rates. Mexico, which was the genesis of clubs, has had 4X growth over the last eight years
because of clubs.The US Latin business had 5X growth.

The Taiwan business is 3X; Taiwan started clubs in 2007. Korea started clubs in 2008; it has had almost 5X growth. Brazil started
in 2009, and it's got 2X growth.

And most of our countries are now just starting. So what we generally see is somewhere between 3 to 5X growth when a country
adopts daily consumption. Right? Because it just offers the product in a more convenient, accessible method.
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The total Company penetration rate was 0.3 volume points per capita. It is currently 0.8.

Our objective is to get that up to over 2.We want to triple the Company over the next eight years.We will triple it from 2010 to
2020.

And we think is achievable based on what we have seen happen in countries that have adopted daily consumption. So we think
there is a lot of runway left.

A little bit of research we have done on the consumer.This is the US consumer.This was done through clubs, through a third-party
that we hired to do research.

50% of the club consumers are under the age of 35 -- so it's a young, pretty young demographic; another 40% are 35 to 54. 60%
are female; 40% male. And 40% have full-time jobs -- this is of the consumer, not of distributors -- 20% have part-time jobs; and
30% are homemakers.

This chart depicts the purchasing behavior and attendance behavior of club members. 50% of nutrition club members go to
the club every day.That is hugely sticky.

Another -- of all the club members, 50% spend an incremental $75 a month on take-home product. Meaning they come in, they
get their meal, they pay that daily fee; that builds credibility for the brand. But then they buy other Herbalife products which
they do not consume in the club, but they take home.

On average, that is 50% of people spend more than $75 a month. That is more discretionary spending than we would have
thought before we did the research.

Then 40% of the consumers have attended the club for more than one year. So it is a sticky, sticky model.

So where are we with clubs? We break clubs into -- I call it clubs. This other daily consumption model, they have the same key
characteristics of clubs.

But clubs themselves fall into an inception phase, which is that first two years where distributors are learning how to make clubs
successful in their marketplace.Then there is the expansion years; and the expansion years is where you get the inflection point
and the rapid growth.That is where clubs start to dramatically duplicate.

Then there is an enhancement phase. Enhancement for us is more productivity out of the clubs that exist; that is the way we
define that.

All the way to the right on the enhancement phase, there are two, maybe three countries in that phase, which are Mexico --
and actually I wouldn't put the US entirely in there -- but the US Latin businesses in that enhancement phase. And Korea is
probably somewhere between expansion and enhancement.

In the expansion phase we are seeing Brazil, India, Russia, US general market, which is the non-Latin speaking business. That is
where we are getting a lot of replication of clubs and a lot of dramatic growth.

Then a majority of our countries are in that inception phase, so there is a lot of runway left.We're in 75 countries, and I am going
to mention 10 that are in Phase 2 and Phase 3, which means there's 60-plus in the inception phase or haven't even gotten to
the inception phase yet. So a huge amount of opportunity for us.

Moving on to branding, like I said earlier, we brand through sports, a lot through soccer. We sponsored Leo Messi; he is the
Michael Jordan of soccer.We sponsor Barcelona, LA Galaxy, a lot of soccer teams.
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A lot of reach. We sponsor a car at Indy. We also sponsored this year the World Football Challenge, which gave us a lot of
impressions through what was more of a tournament-type style soccer event with all the big teams, and it was mostly in the
US.

A little bit on the financials.We break our countries into six regions. Each of the six regions increased last quarter. North America,
which is mostly the US, because we break out Mexico out separately, was up 12.2%.

We think that distinguishes us from a lot of other direct sellers and that this model -- the opportunity for increasing the addressable
audience -- is the reason why we can grow in developed markets, where a lot of other direct sellers are growing just in emerging
markets. Right? So ours works well in both.

Mexico. Mexico is an interesting story because clubs began in Mexico in 2003; and here we are eight years later and still having
dramatic growth in that country. Asia-Pacific up 36%. Central and South America up 40%, led by Brazil.

EMEA which is Europe, Middle East, and Africa for us, is up 16%. A lot of that is coming from Eastern Europe. But Western Europe,
we're starting to get a little optimistic about Western Europe; we are starting to see seeds of growth in Western Europe too.

Then China. China is a unique market for us. It is a closed market. It runs a different model.

Still trying to run the clubs there, just getting started with clubs. But it's a different compensation plan. It had a very difficult
comp last quarter and the second quarter, but it still had growth and we expect that to accelerate in the fourth quarter.

Average active sales leaders, this speaks to engagement of our distributors. How many distributors are ordering product this
year versus last year?

So if you look all the way to the right, that is Q3, the quarter we just announced, we had 23.6% more distributors ordering
product from us during the quarter than we had a year ago. That speaks to activity level, engagement level, excitement level
of our distributors.

It is the nonfinancial metric that most closely correlates to growth over the next three to six months. Okay? It is not a perfect
correlation, but it is a good correlation.You can see it has exceeded 20% for each of the last three quarters and exceeded 10%
for each of the last six quarters.

This slide breaks out our sales and our growth into emerging and established markets. About 53.5% of our sales come from
emerging markets, 46.5% from established; so almost 50-50.

Strong growth in both. Again that speaks to the opportunity of daily consumption.That we can have 20% growth in established
markets is amazing, 27% growth in emerging markets.

Net sales for the quarter. Reported net sales was up 30%; that had a currency tailwind. On a constant currency basis it would
have been 24%, so meaningful growth on volume point growth of 23.5%.

From an EPS standpoint also looking at it from a reported and a constant currency basis, constant currency we reported $0.87,
up from $0.60 last year.That's growth of 45%. On a constant currency basis, it was growth of 25%.

A little bit in guidance.There is a lot of information here, but this is the guidance that we provided in our last earnings release.
It is all public information, so I won't spend a lot of time on it.

But I will talk about two things. One is, currency is turning from a tailwind to a headwind. Everybody know that; that is reflected
in our guidance.
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Then I will also point to the volume point growth line, which in Q4 is looking at 17% to 19%, which gives us about 20% for the
full-year. We have assumed in our guidance 8% to 10% next year. That is not a systemic slowdown; that is just the Law of Big
Numbers. Right?

We grew -- we are going to grow 20% in 2011; we grossed close to 20% in 2010. The numbers are getting bigger. So the 8% to
10% is more a reflection of the Law of Large Numbers, has nothing to do with any kind of impact we are seeing from the
consumer.

My favorite slide. I think a lot of investors' favorite slide. Our business model throws off a lot of cash. Our net income since 2007,
which is that first green box, was $1.2 billion and our free cash was $1.3 billion, $1.257 billion.

So in our business model net income is a good proxy for free cash flow. So it flows through quite well.

Then that bullet point on the bottom, that's an important bullet point. That almost all of our free cash flow gets returned to
shareholders through a dividend or a buyback. Okay?

We do overweight that return toward buyback. We are a growth company. We think we have got a lot of runway left, so we
think our stock is cheap.

We generally break the buyback down into two categories -- a routine piece where we take a portion of our cash flow and just
buy back stock. And then we have an opportunistic piece where we leave some cash on the balance sheet and some available
capacity in our credit facility so that we can buy back stock in a bigger way if there is an overreaction for whatever reason.

And we did that in Q3. Because we think the stock overreacted based on some financial news that had nothing to do with
Herbalife, that was just driving the market down. So we saw that as an opportunity to buy more stock, and in fact we bought a
$150 million in Q3.

Since 2007 -- I said this at the beginning of the presentation -- we have repurchased $975 million in stock, almost $1 billion.
Most of that was purchased at an all-time high at that moment, yet the average price was $24 versus where we are today at
north of $55, because as a growth company the stock has been accreting up over the last few years, and we think there is a lot
of room left.

So we are still going to -- as long as we see growth in the high single to double digit range we are going to overweight the
return to shareholders toward buyback. And if the growth profile changes for any reason then we will overweight it toward
dividend. But either way most of our free cash is going to come back to shareholders, because we are not a big M&A-oriented
Company.

And then consistency, this looks at growth since 2004. We have had close to 11% CAGR since 2004 through what is assumed
in our guidance for next year. Our objective is to maintain around 11% for the next nine years through 2020.That will get us to
10 billion volume points in 2020, which is triple where we were in 2009/2010.

And that is our long-term objective. So it's consistent growth.

Then I'm back to the beginning, which is just the key takeaways. Product are relevant. Growth is being driven by a new business
model that just reaches more consumers.We have a strong brand and strengthening brand.We have strong financial performance,
and we return a lot of our free cash to our shareholders.

So that is the presentation.We have 11 minutes I think for Q&A. Let's jump into Q&A.

Anybody? Nobody today. No? There we go.We've got a question here.
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Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Unidentified Audience Member

Hi, I am not that familiar with the Herbalife story; but could you describe a little bit more about the concept of the store? Where
they are located -- just I have never seen one before.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

So, it is a club more than a store. I think you can -- it is akin to a store, but it is important to recognize it as a club for a lot of
reasons. Because we are a direct seller and we want to keep that person-to-person relationship intact.

They are located anywhere a distributor wants to open up one. Okay? So we don't restrict where they can operate.We do restrict
how they -- what they need to look like, how they can operate, but not where they can operate.

So there's clubs within 20 minutes of this location that you're more than welcome to visit. Amy, like I said, can set you up, and
I think it will be important for you to visit.

But the way -- and the clubs range in look, feel, price point. Okay? They're unique to what a distributor thinks their consumer
needs.

So we have clubs that have exercise equipment. You can come in, you can work out, and then take your meal replacement
shake, tea, and aloe.

We have clubs in LA that run boot camps. So they run boot camps on the beach, exercise, and then they take their boot camp
participants to the club for breakfast.

We have other ones that are more downmarket. You come in and there are folding chairs and a couple posters. You come in
and you just get your shake, tea, and aloe. It is more affordable, and then you go on with your day or you come in for lunch.

But -- so they vary from downmarket to upmarket based on the needs of the consumer they are trying to address. Right? It is
really a strength of the model, is it is not a franchise; it is very entrepreneurial.

We have a foundation of rules that make it work. But within those rules, you or the distributor can adapt the club to what you
feel the community around you needs. And the best way to understand it is to go visit clubs.

Unidentified Audience Member

Yes, I am new to the story as well. I guess what I'm trying to get my mind around is, let's say I wanted to start a club. How would
I go about starting a club? What are those rules that you were referring to that I would have to stick within?

And what does it do to your brand if you have so much of a strata in terms of the types of offerings that you offer in the club?
Is there a mix issue between the different clubs?
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John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

All right, so three questions. The first one was -- how does the distributor get introduced to clubs? Okay. It is not through the
Company; it is through other distributors. Right? That is the way.

So we don't recruit people to do clubs. Distributors get distributors to do clubs.What's that?

Amy Greene - Herbalife Ltd. - VP IR

The best distributors are coming out of the clubs.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Generally the way it works is one -- clubs were founded by a distributor. They were not founded by Herbalife. Okay? What
Herbalife I think does best is it commercializes distributors' great ideas.

We have a great database to see who is performing well.We find out why and if it is a good business model, we commercialize
it.We bring it around the world.

So clubs started in 2003 with a distributor in Mexico who had a great idea. And we have taken that idea around the world. As
we promote that idea and distributors who are current distributors try clubs, generally their customers who have a product
success will then go open up a club. Okay?

So it is coming through distributors. So that is one question.Two was?

Unidentified Audience Member

(inaudible - microphone inaccessible)

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Well, so what is important -- there's a lot of things that make up the brand, the identity, the image of the Company. Okay?

Product being the most important, right? And the performance of the product and the quality of the product.That is the same
no matter which type of club you operate. Okay?

So in a downmarket club where what you are doing is trying to provide good nutrition to the consumer, the product is the only
thing that is branded in the club. Okay? So the club is not branded Herbalife.The stores are not signed Herbalife.

We will get into the rules, but that is why. Okay?

So a club is an individual club. It can be called anything but can have no reference to Herbalife on the outside. Okay? So you
have to come in first.

The only branding that is inside is the product. And that is the same and that is controlled by us.

Most of the key rules around clubs is something we call -- protect the second sale. So what does that mean? That means as a
distributor, for me to feel like I have an opportunity, I need to know that after the first time I sell Amy the product, the second
time she will also buy it from me, and not go to Wal-Mart,Target, or anywhere else.
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If there were a bunch of Herbalife stores around, retail stores, I would never feel as a distributor that I can compete or have an
opportunity. I would never try to sell Amy on the product. Okay?

So the clubs first and foremost can't be retail establishments.They can't be Herbalife signed stores. Okay? They could be Amy's
Nutrition Club or Amy's Wellness Center or anything else she wants to call it. But the consumer cannot know it is a club until
they have come inside.

They can't know it has anything to do with Herbalife. So the windows are blocked, or -- you can have no reference where
somebody walking by will know it is Herbalife.

So those are some of the -- there's a lot of other rules, but -- I mean, there is a book full of rules, right? But those are the key
ones, and it all revolves around protecting that personal nature of direct selling.

Unidentified Audience Member

Are there franchise fees? And can you tell us a little bit about your competitors?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

So, there's no franchise fees; there is no franchise. Right? So we sell the distributor the product the same way we have always
sold the product.They've decided now to go to market as a club operator.

Why? Because we have enough history now that we know it works better.The retention rate is so much better for the consumer
and distributors that do clubs that the economic value of that new distributor and new customer is greater not only for us but
for the distributor.

So we have got enough facts now, but it is still their decision to do and it is their store. So it is not a franchise.

From a competitor standpoint, weight management category is a huge category, right? Lots of competitors of all shapes and
sizes. Some programs, some are tablets.

We try to look, internalize with our distributors and management team, that our real competitor is fast food. Right? We try to
steal a meal a day from fast food.

Because if you can take a consumer who is already buying an unhealthy meal at $4 or $5 a day and bring them to Herbalife, to
a club, you have now saved them money. Right? You have now created an economic value proposition that is unlike any other
supplement that is out there.

So that's meal replacement is really our competitive set.Who is offering a meal out there?

And it is usually Western fast food. You can't compete against street food in these Far East countries, but you can compete
against Western fast food.

So we actually use a Big Mac index, unlike anybody else.We have -- we actually send people to buy a Big Mac and we price our
products and see if they are competitively priced against a Big Mac around the world in local currency.

That doesn't completely answer your question. That just tells you how we position the product. The competitors are different
by marketplace.
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The uniqueness of what we have is that do-it-for-me daily price point, where we don't have a lot of competitors.That competitor
is fast food.

You can't go to GNC and get a do-it-for-me daily meal replacement shake. You have to spend a lot more money and buy the
whole month's supply.

So we have a unique selling method that doesn't create a lot of competitors with weight management product. We are really
competing against meal providers, single meal providers.

Amy Greene - Herbalife Ltd. - VP IR

And that is one of the things that has made it very interesting over the past couple years is the daily price point has created an
exponentially larger customer base than -- through the affordability factor of it. Because if prior your only choice was to buy
the 30-day supply, there was a finite audience that could afford that.

Whereas at the daily price points, be it -- if it was at a club in New York it may be $4.There are a lot more people that can come
out of pocket $4 a day that couldn't necessarily come out of pocket $120 on the first of the month for a 30-day supply. So that
addressed one segment of the population.

Where there is an entirely different audience that could afford monthly but frankly doesn't want to make it at home, they want
to be -- we can all make coffee at home, but we still choose to go buy it somewhere else and are willing to pay for that service.
So for -- in different socioeconomic groups, it serves that audience. And so it is very -- it serves both ends of the spectrum very
well.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

She had a question here.

Unidentified Audience Member

So as a customer, could I go to any club I wanted any day, like a different one every day? Then what would be the pricing
differences within a city for a shake?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

So, certainly you can go to any club you want. Right? You may not know where the clubs are. Again, unless you were invited to
a club you wouldn't know they exist. Right? So that is the -- and there is no sign.

Unidentified Audience Member

There is no like central database?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

There is no central database.There is no signage. Right? It is an independent club.
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So you generally -- like 60% of the consumers that go to clubs find it through a reference from another consumer that had a
weight-loss experience at the club. Right?

So generally you found a club through somebody you knew, and now you are not switching. Why? Because you know the
consumers in that club, right? They're your friends or your family. So that is the social aspects that keeps it sticky.

The other way distributors find consumers in addition to references is to go on the street and hand out a card and say come to
the club for three free days of breakfast. It's got the address on it, and that will bring people to the club. And they will get them
to try the product and hopefully come back and repeat.

But again you as a consumer, you may not know there are six other clubs within 10 blocks.You will have no --

Amy Greene - Herbalife Ltd. - VP IR

You may walk by one every day from the train station to your office right now and you are completely blind to it.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

As far as pricing, we don't dictate pricing. Again, they're independent distributors, right? They priced based on what they feel
is appropriate for their marketplace. So there can be some price competition.Yes?

Unidentified Audience Member

(inaudible) what the economics are for the distributor? Because they have to absorb the cost of purchase of material, or
entertainment, of whatever it is.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

So, it's a good question. One of the things I haven't mentioned is most of the clubs -- there are two types of clubs.There's home
clubs and commercial clubs. Right? Maybe there's tangents of those.

But a home club is somebody doing the same thing but doing it out of their home. Right? So they don't have any incremental
expense.

That is how clubs were originally found it, but that is a very cultural model. That works in Mexican culture and Latino culture,
but didn't work in every culture. People didn't want to invite other people to their house.

So the commercial club concept was started by a different group of distributors who saw the successive home clubs and said
-- but I need to find a way to make it work in my culture.The way they spread the financial burden of that is multiple distributors
work a club.

It is like a hair salon. So you walk in, there's different stations. So you might have four, five, six, seven distributors sharing a club
and sharing the financial burden of a club.

That has added benefits the home club didn't have. For one, people in the home clubs wouldn't invite strangers, whereas a
commercial club it is more acceptable to invite strangers.
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Second, you could share a workload. So if Amy and I were part of a club, I might work Monday, she might work Tuesday. So on
Tuesdays I am out trying to get new consumers to come in, and she is handling them for me; and vice versa. So they share the
responsibility.

But it is important that the clubs cannot be too expensive to open. Right? So if the idea is to get a consumer who has a product
experience to open the next club, they have to feel like they can do it. Right?

So it depends on the marketplace, but the clubs can vary from $5,000, $6,000 to open to something greater than that. Right?
But generally, they have to be somewhat affordable to duplicate.

Unidentified Audience Member

(inaudible) but what is the actual income potential for them? Especially if you are doing it in a group fashion, that means that
they have to have an accounting method to organize it, so that you have five or six stations in a commercial operation that --
it's divvied up. I mean, it is a real business then, right?

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

It is a real business. And generally per distributor -- again, you will know what a volume point is the more you learn about
Herbalife, but we manage the business through volume points.We model it through volume points.

A distributor needs to have about 3,000 volume points per distributor per club to kind of pass the breakeven and stay open
standpoint. So that is what they need, right?

So they get there in two ways. So they get there through that daily fee; but then they need take-home product sales. That is
why having 50% of the consumers take home product, that $75 a month, is an important part of the economics for a club
operator. So there's two components to it.

Then the third outside of those two retail components is the royalty component from having other members open up clubs
below you.There is a royalty; it is three levels deep in our business model. So you can earn 5% three levels.

Amy Greene - Herbalife Ltd. - VP IR

That is where the duplication comes in handy.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

That as an incentive for me as a club operator to help somebody in my club open up a club, right? Because I have a financial
reward for it, right? So it helps drive duplication. Instead of me trying to prevent her from opening up a club because I think
she is competing, I am actually promoting it because I can earn some money from her.

Ruma Mukerji - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

I guess if there are no more questions (multiple speakers)
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John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

To breakout?

Ruma Mukerji - Morgan Stanley - Analyst

(inaudible - microphone inaccessible)

Amy Greene - Herbalife Ltd. - VP IR

Yes, so lunch first; then breakout.

John DeSimone - Herbalife Ltd. - CFO

Thank you.
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